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Abstract

A purely data driven, assumption free approach for the discovery of

patterns in data has a weak scientific base because of the underlying induc-

tion problem. Statistical inference builds its arguments on probabilistic

models and not on the observed data. A class of probabilistic models

are empirical models. They are not based on a theory of the logic of

the system under study. Data mining can be seen as beeing concerned

with the construction of empirical models. Then, inferences for predic-

tions are possible but interpretation and insight into the phenomenon are

highly critizized. Conclusion: without taking position to the problem of

induction, interpretation of results will be critical.

Uncertainty, Inference, Data Mining and Models In this section we dis-
cuss the role of data mining in the construction of meaningful statements about
observed phenomena. We look at different formulations of ’data mining’ until
the principles become clear. A purely descriptive analysis poses no particular
question because any idea on how to display or summarize data may be useful
for gaining intuition about a problem.
Data mining is sometimes described as the automatic extraction of ’knowledge’
of a collection of data (eg. [KDD99]). Ideally, the methods should be free of as-
sumptions on the data structure, so that models are the result of the algorithms
and not assumptions of the scientist. Arguments against this idea can be found:
without any assumptions of how the data might have been generated, ’(...) no
rational basis exists to generalize beyond the observed’ [Mit97]. The philosoph-
ical dimension of the underlying induction problem will not be elaborated here
(see e.g [Cha03]).
A more precise formulation of data mining is to consider the data as realizations
of random variables and to ’infer’ the properties of their probability distribu-
tions (e.g. [HTF03]). Inference because it involves making statements about
observed phenomena. The theory of statistical inference (e.g. [Cha03], [Lin03])
adresses this problem. Different branches of this theory exist but one central as-
sumption is that the mechanisms producing the observed data can be described
by probabilistic models (e.g. [Cha03]), [Lin03]). The statements about the phe-
nomenon are based on the assumption that the model is a good description of
reality and not on the observations.
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A simple example is the linear regression model which assumes that Yi ∼

N (α0 + α1xi, σ
2

ε
), i.e. Y is normally distributed with mean a linear function of

x and constant variance σ2

ε
. Based on this assumption, uncertainty in the data

can be quantified and, for example, precision of the estimated parameters can
be inferred. An even simpler example is the following: Considering the data
as independent realizations of random variables. Data mining often makes use
of this minimal model in order to infer accuracy of prediction errors estimated
by cross-validation [MB03]. Other ’inductive principles’ than those in classical
literature on statistical inference also exist [Sch04].
In this context, models can be broadly classified as substantive and empirical,
depending on how much of the logic of the phenomenon is known (e.g.[CW98]).
In this light, data mining can be further precised: as beeing concerned with
building empirical models [HMS01]. They are successfully used in prediction
tasks. When interpretation and understanding of the data is sought, their use
is heavily critized [Bre01], [CW98].
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